Introduction {#sec1}
============

The novel coronavirus strain, SARS-CoV-2 (severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2), that was initially named 2019-nCoV and identified as the causative agent of the ongoing respiratory illness outbreak (coronavirus disease 2019, COVID-19) worldwide, has caused severe damages to global public health and the world economy.^[@ref1]−[@ref4]^ Genome sequence analysis has shown that SARS-CoV-2 shares an ∼80% nucleotide identity with the original virus strains of SARS-CoV (severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus),^[@ref3]^ which is another β coronavirus that infects humans and was responsible for the 2002--2003 epidemic of atypical pneumonia.^[@ref5],[@ref6]^ As of June 1, 2020, there have been over 6 million confirmed cases of COVID-19 globally and over 300,000 deaths reported to the WHO.^[@ref7]^ In comparison, there was a total of 8098 confirmed cases and 774 deaths during the SARS outbreak.^[@ref8]^

Both molecular and cellular level studies have revealed that the spike glycoprotein (S protein) on the surface of the coronavirus plays a critical role in facilitating viral entry into host cells.^[@ref9],[@ref10]^ The S protein consists of two subunits, the S1 subunit which is responsible for receptor binding and the S2 which mediates membrane fusion of the viral and host membranes. A receptor-binding domain (RBD) of the S protein is located within the central region of the S1 subunit ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a). More specifically, the RBD consists of a core region and some loop residues that are in direct contact with the receptor. In addition, the receptor binding motif (RBM) is a subdomain of the RBD and is located between residues 437 and 508 in SARS-CoV-2 ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a and b) and between residues 424 and 494 in SARS-CoV.

![(a) Functional domains in the SARS-CoV-2 S protein: signal peptide (SP), receptor-binding domain (RBD), receptor-binding motif (RBM), fusion peptide (FP), heptad repeat (HR), transmembrane domain (TM), and cytoplasm domain (CP). (b) Crystal structure of the SARS-CoV-2 S RBD complexed with ACE2 (PDB ID: 6LZG([@ref20])): ACE2 (green), SARS-CoV-2 RBD (pink), SARS-CoV-2 S RBM (cyan), and ACE2 residues at the interface (cyan). (c) Sequence alignment of the S protein RBD regions between SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV. The red box indicates the conserved residues in the RBD region between the two viruses. The green triangles designate the "hot spot" residues involved in alanine scanning.](ci0c00679_0001){#fig1}

It was also reported that both SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV utilize a common host receptor angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) to infect human cells via the S protein RBD.^[@ref11]−[@ref13]^ The sequence identity between the two RBDs was computed as 72.78%.^[@ref14]^ Aside from variations in the loop regions of the RBDs, mutations of several "hot spot" residues were also identified at the protein--protein interfaces ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}c). Independent studies have suggested that the receptor-binding ability of coronaviruses is crucial for the susceptibility of the host to infection.^[@ref15]−[@ref19]^ As a result, accurately calculating the change in binding strength of the RBD toward host receptors due to mutations can be useful for assessing the likelihood of coronavirus transmission between different hosts, especially the transmission to humans.

Here we present our results of alanine scanning mutagenesis of SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 S RBD complexed with ACE2 using thermodynamic integration (TI).^[@ref21]^ The hot spot residues at the RBM were transmuted to alanine using an alchemical transformation to generate the relative binding free energy change (ΔΔ*G*~binding~). These relative binding free energies represent the contribution of the perturbed residues to the molecular recognition of ACE2 by the virus. The results of this study demonstrate how rigorous free energy calculations can be applied to forecast the transmission ability of novel coronaviruses. For SARS-CoV-2, long time scale MD simulations were also performed on the homology-based structure to determine the effectiveness of molecular modeling and assess its predictive power in the early stages of outbreaks when the experimental structure of the virus is not yet available. The limitations of the current computational method are also discussed.

Modeling and Simulation Details {#sec2}
===============================

Homology Modeling {#sec2.1}
-----------------

Given the close homology of the S protein RBD regions between SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV, a model of the SARS-CoV-2 S RBD/ACE2 complex was constructed based on the X-ray structure of SARS-CoV RBD/ACE2 (PDB ID: 2AJF) using SWISS-MODEL.^[@ref14]^ This homology modeling was performed prior to the release of the SARS-CoV-2 RBD/ACE2 crystal structure. The QMEAN Z-score reported from SWISS-MODEL was −5.59 (Cβ: −1.13; all atom: −1.95; solvation: −2.18; torsion: −4.68). The sequence of the SARS-CoV-2 S protein was obtained from GenBank (MN908947.3),^[@ref22]^ and the missing loop in the crystal structure was reconstructed via the kinematic closure (KIC) algorithm implemented in Rosetta^[@ref23]−[@ref25]^ using default parameters. The H++ Web server was used to determine the protonation states of the titratable residues.^[@ref26]^ The internal and external dielectric constant was set to be 10.0 and 80.0 respectively. Salinity was set to be 0.15. Given the p*K*~a~ value of 7.4, the Lys and Arg side chains and the N-terminal residue in the complexes were set to be protonated, while the Asp and Glu side chains and the C-terminal residue were set to be unprotonated. Then we used Molprobity to add missing hydrogen atoms and optimize the rotamer states of the Asn, Gln, and His residues.^[@ref27]^

Long Time Scale Molecular Dynamics Simulations {#sec2.2}
----------------------------------------------

All molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed with the Amber18^[@ref28]^ suite of programs. The Amber force field ff14SB^[@ref29]^ and the TIP3P water model^[@ref30]^ were used. The homology model of SARS-CoV-2 complexed with ACE2 was solvated with an 8 Å buffer of water in a truncated octahedron box. The particle mesh Ewald (PME) scheme^[@ref31]^ was employed to calculate electrostatic energies. The cutoff of nonbonded interactions was set to 8 Å and the long-range dispersion correction was used for van der Waals interactions (VDW).^[@ref32]^

The whole system was first minimized using a steepest descent algorithm, with the maximal number of cycles set as 10 000. Subsequently, the system was heated from 150 to 298 K over a period of 100 ps, and this was followed by an NPT equilibration for 100 ps. Position restraints of 100 kcal/mol were imposed on all heavy atoms of proteins during these two steps.

After that, the strength and scale of the positional restrains were gradually reduced to gently relax the system. An NPT ensemble and step size of 1 fs were used in all the following equilibration steps: first, the system was equilibrated with 10 kcal/mol positional restraints on all heavy atoms for 250 ps. To relax the side chains, the system was further equilibrated over a series of simulations with 10, 1, and 0.1 kcal/mol positional restraints on all CA, C, and N atoms. Each equilibration step lasted for 100 ps. Finally, a 250 ps NPT equilibration was conducted with no restraints.

MD was then performed to relax and verify the structure obtained from homology modeling. The production phase was simulated in an NPT ensemble with the Berendsen barostat^[@ref33]^ for 100 ns. Temperature was controlled with a Langevin thermostat^[@ref34]^ at 298 K, and the collision frequency was 1.0 ps^--1^. Pressure was controlled by isotropic position scaling, and the pressure relaxation time was set to 0.1 ps. Hydrogen atoms were constrained using the SHAKE^[@ref35],[@ref36]^ algorithm. A time step of 2 fs was used for the production runs.

Relative Binding Free Energy Calculations {#sec2.3}
-----------------------------------------

XFEP^[@ref37]^ coupled with Amber-TI^[@ref38]−[@ref42]^ was used to calculate the relative binding free energies. The crystal structures of both SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 RBD complexed with ACE2 were obtained as the starting structures of FEP calculations. An identical protein preparation and equilibration protocol for the 100 ns MD simulations described above was used for these structures. The perturbation for the alanine scanning was carried out in two steps, which consists of decoupling the coulomb and VDW interactions. To decouple the coulomb interactions, the partial charges were turned off for all the side chain atoms on the residues of interest except for the beta o carbon atom (CB). The charges on all backbone atoms N, H, C, O, CA, HA, as well as CB were unchanged. Then, the residues of interest were transformed into alanine using a dual-topology scheme with soft-core potentials^[@ref43],[@ref44]^ implemented in Amber-TI. For both of the perturbed residue and alanine, scmask was set to exclude all the backbone atoms and atom CB. A total of 11 λ windows were used for both the coulomb and VDW steps, with the λ values for both steps evenly spaced between 0.0 and 1.0 with an interval of 0.1, including 0.0 and 1.0. Each λ window was simulated for 4 ns and trapezoidal integration was used to obtain the Δ*G*. Free energy changes were calculated for both of the bound and the unbound state of the RBD, and the difference between the bound (RBD-ACE2 complex) and unbound (RBD only) calculations gives the relative binding affinity, ΔΔ*G* ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Thermodynamic cycle used for alanine scanning of SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 RBD. Performing TI calculations in accord with the thermodynamic cycle, the relative binding affinity arising from mutating wild-type to alanine mutant can be computed as the difference between the free energy changes of the bound (right: RBD-ACE2 complex) and the unbound state (left: RBD only).](ci0c00679_0002){#fig2}

Results {#sec3}
=======

The structure of the SARS-CoV-2 RBD/ACE2 complex constructed using homology modeling remained stable during the simulation. The configuration of the complex from the last frame of the MD simulation aligned reasonably well with the crystal structure (see [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), having an RMSD of 1.74 Å for the heavy atoms, as shown in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The largest structural deviation came from the RBD loop regions that were distant from the binding interface. Surprisingly, despite having only ∼50% sequence similarity between SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 in the RBM region, the ACE2 contacting loop did not undergo significant conformational change ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

![Superposition of the crystal structures of SARS-CoV-2 (purple, PDB ID: 6LZG) and SARS-CoV (green, PDB ID: 2AJF) complexed with ACE2, and the last frame of the 100 ns MD simulation of the homology model (orange).](ci0c00679_0003){#fig3}

N479 and T487 in SARS-CoV S RBD were reported as hot spot residues sensitive to host receptor recognition in previous experimental studies.^[@ref45]^ Therefore, TI calculations were conducted at these two positions in order to validate our relative free energy calculation protocols. Our results showed that the N479K and T487S single point mutations reduced the binding affinity of SARS-CoV RBD by 2.1 ± 0.3 and 0.8 ± 0.3 kcal/mol, respectively. In comparison, the experimental values were reported as 2.0 and 1.8 kcal/mol.^[@ref16]^ The good agreements between the computed and the measured binding affinity shifts suggest that our procedure is able to yield reliable estimates of ΔΔ*G*~binding~ caused by point mutations on the coronavirus strains.

In addition, based on a cutoff distance of 4 Å, a total of 16 residues (including N479 and T487) in the SARS-CoV RBM were considered to be in close contact with ACE2.^[@ref46]^ Among these residues, eight residues are mutated in SARS-CoV-2 ([Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}), and six out of the eight mutated residues in SARS-CoV-2 remain in close contact with ACE2. These close contact residues consist of the L455, F456, F486, Q493, Q498, and N501 residues. Taking this into consideration, we performed computational point mutations on the hot spot residues that were primarily involved in the interactions at the interface. We then compared the resulting free energy changes calculated from the SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 systems.

###### Relative Binding Free Energy Changes of the Coronavirus S RBD/ACE2 Complex Caused by Single-Point Alanine Mutations, Calculated Using XFEP^[@ref37],^[a](#tbl1-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

  SARS-CoV                               SARS-CoV-2                                          
  -------------------------------------- ------------ -------------------------------------- -----------
  R426                                   1.1 ± 0.3    N439[c](#t1fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.6 ± 1.1
  Y442                                   0.5 ± 1.1    L455[d](#t1fn3){ref-type="table-fn"}   3.3 ± 1.4
  L443                                   1.5 ± 1.0    F456                                   2.2 ± 1.3
  L472                                   0.6 ± 0.4    F486                                   1.9 ± 0.4
  N479                                   0.4 ± 0.4    Q493                                   2.9 ± 1.4
  Y484[d](#t1fn3){ref-type="table-fn"}   1.0 ± 0.3    Q498                                   0.2 ± 0.2
  T487                                   0.7 ± 0.3    N501[d](#t1fn3){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.6 ± 0.9
  I489                                   0.1 ± 0.4    V503[c](#t1fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.2 ± 0.2

The amino acids at the same row reside at equivalent positions of the aligned sequences.

All in kcal/mol. Uncertainties were estimated from the standard deviations of three replicated runs.

These two residues N439 and V503 are further away from ACE2 than the other six mutated ones in SARS-CoV-2 RBD.

ΔΔ*G*~binding~ values of Y484A, L455A and N501A computed from the data obtained from the last 6 ns of the extended simulations are listed here.

Our results of alanine scanning showed that all native to alanine mutations studied here disfavored binding. All mutations on SARS-CoV showed a mild to moderate effect, whereas three mutations, L455A, F456A, and Q493A on SARS-CoV-2 weakened the binding by over 2 kcal/mol. Furthermore, L455A and Q493A in the SARS-CoV-2 S RBD showed significantly higher (\>2.0 kcal/mol) contributions to binding than their counterparts in SARS-CoV-2 RBD. To ensure that the simulation protocols were sufficient for generating well-converged relative binding affinities, we recomputed ΔΔ*G* using a reduced number of λ windows for all mutations, with the spacing of windows enlarged from 0.1 to 0.2. It was found that the removal of λ windows led to a change of ΔΔ*G* of no more than 0.5 kcal/mol for all point mutations except for the Y442A in SARS-CoV S RBD ([Table S1](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}). Yet increasing the total number of λ windows for Y442A from 11 to 22 using a spacing of 0.05 showed little effect on its ΔΔ*G* estimate ([Table S1](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}). Therefore, we concluded that 11 λ windows for both the coulomb and VDW steps are sufficient for the alanine scanning of the current coronavirus systems, and adding more windows does not significantly improve the convergence.

Aside from altering the spacing of the λ windows, we also examined the ΔΔ*G* estimates as a function of the simulation time, in both the forward and reverse λ directions ([Figure S1 and S2](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}). The difference between the cumulative ΔΔ*G*~forward~ and the ΔΔ*G*~reverse~ estimates obtained from 50% of the simulation data, referred to as the middle error, has been proposed as an analysis tool of convergence.^[@ref47]^ In most cases, the time forward and reverse estimates quickly approached the same final values, with a middle error of less than 0.5 kcal/mol ([Figure S1 and S2](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}), which suggests good convergence for these calculations. There were only three residues that showed relatively high convergence risks, including L455A and N501A of SARS-CoV-2 and Y484A of SARS-CoV, with middle errors of 0.6, 0.7, and 1.8 kcal/mol, respectively. Therefore, for these three residues, the simulation time of each λ window was extended from 4 to 8 ns, and only the data from the last 6 ns was used to recompute ΔΔ*G* ([Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}). The new middle errors were reduced to 0.1, 0.3, and 0.2 kcal/mol, respectively ([Figure S3](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}).

We then examined in more detail how each mutation affected local interactions. It was observed that the methyl group on the side chain of T487 in SARS-CoV RBD was in close contact with K353 on ACE2, which facilitated the interaction formed between K353 and D38 on ACE2 at the interface ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a).^[@ref45]^ Our simulation showed that the amide group on the side chain of N501 formed a hydrogen bond with Y41 on ACE2 and thus stabilized the contact between the SARS-CoV-2 RBD and ACE2. This finding was confirmed by the crystal structure ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b and c). In the homology-based simulations, Q498 disrupted the K353-D38 salt bridge through a hydrogen bond with K353, whereas the hydrogen bonding interaction was not observed in the crystal structure ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b and c). The multiple rotamer states and interacting modes of residues near N501 may explain the convergence difficulties of the calculated ΔΔ*G*~binding~ of N501.

![Comparison of the local interactions around (a) T487 in SARS-CoV RBD, (b) N501 in the crystal structure of SARS-CoV-2 RBD, and (c) N501 in the MD-relaxed homologous structure of SARS-CoV-2 RBD. In d, we show the local view of the crystal-MD structure alignment.](ci0c00679_0004){#fig4}

Another interesting observation was the hydrogen bonding interactions formed by Q493 in SARS-CoV-2 RBD with E35 and K31 across the interface. In the crystal structure of SARS-CoV RBD/ACE2, N479 at the corresponding position was protected within a local hydrophobic pocket formed by Y440 and Y442 ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a). In the crystal structure of SARS-CoV-2 RBD/ACE2, the longer side chain of Q493 made it capable of extending out of the pocket and reaching out to ACE2 residues to form hydrogen bonding interaction ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}b). L455 and F456 on SARS-CoV-2 facilitated those interactions by making a better fit to the hydrophobic environment than Y442 and L443 in SARS-CoV. The MD simulations accurately predicted the local interactions and the orientations of these residues ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}c and d).

![Comparison of the local interactions around (a) N479 in SARS-CoV RBD, (b) Q493 in the crystal structure of SARS-CoV-2 RBD, and (c) Q493 in the MD-relaxed homologous structure of SARS-CoV-2 RBD. In d we show the local view of the crystal-MD structure alignment.](ci0c00679_0005){#fig5}

The more favorable binding free energy contribution of F486 in SARS-CoV-2 RBD computed by FEP than L472 in SARS-CoV RBD can also be rationalized from the structures. In SARS-CoV-2, the F486 residue is more tightly packed with two other hydrophobic residues across the interface, M82 and Y83 on ACE2, simply because of the larger VDW volume of the aromatic ring than the methylene side chain of L472 ([Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}a and b). The same local hydrophobic interactions were also captured by the homology-based MD simulations ([Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}c and d). Residues N439 and V503 in SARS-CoV-2 RBD have shorter side chains compared with R426 and I489 in SARS-CoV RBD, respectively, which lead to little contacts with ACE2 and this was well reflected in their corresponding binding contributions.

![Comparison of the local interactions around (a) L472 in SARS-CoV RBD, (b) F486 in the crystal structure of SARS-CoV-2 RBD, and (c) F486 in the MD-relaxed homologous structure of SARS-CoV-2 RBD. In d we show the local view of the crystal-MD structure alignment.](ci0c00679_0006){#fig6}

Discussion {#sec4}
==========

In the present work, we demonstrate that the relative binding affinity calculation obtained from alanine scanning mutagenesis is a useful tool to study the transmission ability of the coronavirus. The recently emerged novel coronavirus SARS-CoV-2, which is responsible for COVID-19, is genetically related to the well-studied coronavirus SARS-CoV. Our free energy results showed that, the point mutations of most hot spot residues in SARS-CoV RBD maintained or strengthened the binding of SARS-CoV-2 to ACE2, yet further investigation is required to validate our results for the following reasons. First, MD simulations were necessary to relax the undesired contacts both in the homology model and in the crystal structure, and thus the quality of the protein force field was heavily relied on to produce conformations close to the native states. A more accurate general force field and water model could be developed and used to improve predicting binding properties.^[@ref48]−[@ref50]^ Second, our single-point alanine-scanning calculations only yielded the contribution of the individual residue without taking the coupling effect caused by double or multiple mutations into account. For example, L455 and F456 both had their side chains pointing toward the interface between SARS-CoV-2 RBD and ACE2, and since the side chains of L455 and F456 were in proximity, it is reasonable to speculate that a significant part of the ΔΔ*G*~binding~ is due to collective contributions. Furthermore, we only scanned the mutated hot spot between SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 RBDs, whereas new mutations may occur at other positions that are sensitive to receptor binding. Finally, simulating the protein--protein contacts is more challenging than protein--ligand interactions, due to the larger size of the system. Therefore, enhanced sampling methods can be leveraged to improve the rotation of the protein side chains and may lower uncertainties and generate more accurate results when computational cost is not a concern.

It is rather encouraging that the protein conformations and local interactions observed based on the homology model agreed well with those produced based on the crystal structure of SARS-CoV-2. More importantly, our long time scale MD simulations were completed 3 weeks before the crystal structure of SARS-CoV-2 RBD/ACE2 was released. Information obtained from reliable modeling and simulations can be critical when a novel virus emerges and the experimental structure is not yet known. More importantly, alanine-scanning data obtained using the protein mutation workflow in XFEP could reveal the new hot spots on the novel virus and the host receptor and thus support the rational design of peptide and antibody therapeutics, as well as small-molecule drugs. In our ongoing work, we aim to carry out a thorough scanning of the interface residues and improve our prediction protocols by bringing together more accurate force field parameters, enhanced sampling, group mutations, and experimental validation.
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